
Up until now, laptop and notebook computer users wanting to connect to a cellular network had to plug a physical SIM

card into their device. With this eSIM, the physical and Mobile Operator parts of the SIM are separate and the latter can

be reprogrammed remotely, which means greater flexibility for users when selecting a network of their choice. This

technology will eventually enable them to stay connected on the move, without access to WiFi, by selecting one of the

available cellular networks on their device, thus using mobile data in an easy and secure manner.

DakOTa 4.0 is the first version of OT’s eSIM fully designed to address specific subscription management needs for

consumer devices, in compliance with GSMA phase 2 specifications. It gives the possibility to consumers to manage

their connectivity plans directly on their devices. The validation of OT’s eSIM usage in the Windows 10 environment

opens up opportunities for device makers using the Windows OS to offer consumers a wider range of cellular services

thanks to the greater connectivity capabilities of devices running with Windows 10 and equipped with DakOTa 4.0.

We are pleased to support all our customers in their digital transition as they adopt eSIM
technologies to deliver additional connectivity possibilities. Together with Microsoft, we truly
believe that the eSIM technology can boost the adoption of cellular connectivity in the
personal computer space hence providing new opportunities to OT’s Mobile Network Operator
(MNO) customers, whom we support with our subscription management solutions.

Viken Gazarian, Deputy Managing Director of Connected Device Makers business at OT.

The extended cellular connectivity capabilities brought by eSIM enriches the Windows 10
platform and will allow us to enhance the Always Connected Windows user experience. Close
collaboration with OT was instrumental in validating this new technology,

Roanne Sones, General Manager, Strategy and Ecosystem for Windows and Devices, Microsoft.

OT delivers a full eSIM solution for Windows 10 to
revolutionize laptop and notebook connectivity

OT (Oberthur Technologies), a leading global provider of embedded security software
products, services and solutions, today announced the availability of a full GSMA

Consumer Phase 2 eSIM (embedded SIM) solution validated for Microsoft Windows 10.
This solution is set to transform connectivity usage to the great advantage of laptop and

notebook computer users, offering them wider coverage and the ubiquity of cellular
service.
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